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ABSTRACT
We analyse the planetary nebulae (PNe) population of the Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC), based on evolutionary models of stars with metallicities in the range 10−3 ≤
Z ≤ 4 × 10−3 and mass 0.9 M < M < 8 M, evolved through the asymptotic
giant branch (AGB) phase. The models used account for dust formation in the cir-
cumstellar envelope. To characterise the PNe sample of the SMC, we compare the
observed abundances of the various species with the final chemical composition of the
AGB models: this study allows us to identify the progenitors of the PNe observed,
in terms of mass and chemical composition. According to our interpretation, most of
the PNe descend from low-mass (M < 2M) stars, which become carbon rich, after
experiencing repeated third dredge-up episodes, during the AGB phase. A fraction of
the PNe showing the signature of advanced CNO processing are interpreted as the
progeny of massive AGB stars, with mass above ∼ 6M, undergoing strong hot bot-
tom burning. The differences with the chemical composition of the PNe population
of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is explained on the basis of the diverse star
formation history and age-metallicity relation of the two galaxies. The implications of
the present study for some still highly debated points regarding the AGB evolution
are also commented.
Key words: Planetary Nebulae: individual – Stars: abundances – Stars: AGB and
post-AGB. Stars: carbon
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1 INTRODUCTION
The final phases in the evolution of stars of intermediate
mass (0.8M ≤ M ≤ 8M) is still poorly known, owing
to the uncertainties affecting the understanding of the AGB
phase. The two main factors preventing reliable AGB mod-
eling are the treatment of the convective instability, and that
of the mass loss mechanism, which are still rather uncertain
(Herwig 2005; Karakas & Lattanzio 2014). As a consequence,
the role played by AGB stars in several astrophysical con-
texts is still highly debated. On the other hand, understand-
ing the AGB impact is crucial for several astrophysical fields,
such as the determination of the masses of galaxies at high
redshifts (Maraston et al. 2006), the formation and chemi-
cal evolution of galaxies (Romano et al. 2010; Santini et al.
2014), the dust content of high-redshift quasars (Valiante et
al. 2011), and the formation of multiple populations of stars
in globular clusters (Ventura et al. 2001).
Following the pioneering studies by the Heidelberg
group (Ferrarotti & Gail 2006), some Authors have recently
made significant progresses in AGB modelling when includ-
ing the formation of dust in the circumstellar envelopes of
AGB stars (Ventura et al. 2012a,b; Di Criscienzo et al. 2013;
Ventura et al. 2014a; Nanni et al. 2013a,b, 2014).
Testing these models requires comparison with the ob-
servations. The Magellanic Clouds (MC) have so far offered
the best comparison laboratory, owing to their relatively
short distances (51 kpc and 61 kpc respectively, for the
Large and Small Magellanic Cloud, Cioni et al. 2000; Keller
& Wood 2006) and the low reddening (EB−V = 0.15 mag
and 0.04 mag, respectively, for the LMC and SMC, Wester-
lund 1997). Furthermore, the study of the MC populations
extends to a wide range of metallicities, broadening the pos-
sible comparison between data and models, and are less af-
fected by interstellar extinction than Galactic populations.
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The near- and mid-infrared observations of AGB stars
in the MC, compared with the evolutionary models pro-
duced by various research teams, allowed the empirical cal-
ibration of the physical mechanisms relevant to the evolu-
tion of these objects. For example, such comparisons have
allowed primarily to estimate the extension of the third
dredge-up (hereinafter TDU), i.e. the inwards penetration
of the bottom of the convective envelope in the phase fol-
lowing each thermal pulse (Izzard et al. 2004; Girardi &
Marigo 2007; Groenewegen et al. 2007; Riebel et al. 2010,
2012; Srinivasan et al. 2009, 2011; Boyer et al. 2011, 2012).
More recent studies were focused on the dust production by
AGB stars in the MC and the characterisation of the most
obscured sources (Dell’Agli et al. 2014, 2015a,b; Ventura et
al. 2015, 2016).
The study of planetary nebulae offers an alternative op-
portunity to constrain the evolutionary models that evolve
through the AGB. In fact, the surface chemistry of AGB
stars will eventually contribute to the chemical mix of the
ejected PNe. By studying the PN abundances we can infer
the combined effects of the physical mechanisms potentially
able to alter the surface chemical composition of AGB stars.
In particular, two main processes are active in this chemical
transformation of the stellar surface, namely, the TDU, and
the hot bottom burning (HBB), i.e. the proton capture nu-
cleosynthesis active at the base of the envelope of the stars
whose initial mass is above ∼ 4 M (Renzini & Voli 1981;
Blo¨cker & Scho¨enberner 1991). Knowledge of the nebular
chemical composition of PNe allows to understand the rel-
ative importance of these phenomena on the modification
of the surface chemical composition during the whole AGB
evolution (Marigo et al. 2003, 2011). Another advantage of
using PNe to constrain AGB evolutionary models resides in
the fact that PN abundance analysis is relatively straight-
forward in comparison to that of AGB stars, whose optical
and near-IR spectra are contaminated by millions of molec-
ular lines, which render extremely complex the derivation of
the abundances of individual species (e.g. Garc´ıa-Herna´ndez
et al. 2006, 2007, 2009).
Since the evolutionary properties of AGB stars might
depend on the environment where they have formed and
evolved (e.g. the initial medium composition, the density of
stars, etc), it is mandatory to study the nebular abundances
in different PN populations (e.g., at several metallicities)
and compare them with models of different initial mass and
chemistry. The MC PN populations seem to be ideally suited
for these comparisons.
Here we focus on the comparison between AGB stel-
lar evolution and nucleosynthesis models and PNe observed
in the SMC. Our goals are both the identification of par-
ticular PN populations to be associated with specific AGB
processes, and the refinement in our understanding of the
main physical aspects of AGB evolution. This analysis is
complementary to the interpretation of observed samples of
AGB stars, which is based on the straight comparison be-
tween the evolutionary sequences through the AGB and the
sources observed.
In the first paper of this series (Ventura et al. 2015b,
hereinafter paper I), we interpreted the PNe observed in
the LMC in terms of mass, formation epoch, and chemical
composition of their progenitors, based on the comparison
of observational data with the evolutionary AGB models.
Paper I confirmed that the models used to reproduce the
Spitzer observations of evolved stars in the LMC (Dell’Agli
et al. 2015a) could also account for the chemical composition
of observed LMC PNe.
The collection of the SMC PNe observational data is
presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we give the main physi-
cal and chemical input adopted to calculate the AGB evolu-
tionary sequences used for the interpretation of the chemical
composition in SMC PNe. The most relevant AGB evolu-
tionary concepts are discussed in Section 4, while the com-
parison between models and observational data is given in
Section 5. Section 6 describes the implications of the present
study for some of the most debated points regarding the
AGB evolution. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in
Section 7.
2 DATA SELECTION OF SMC PNE
Planetary nebulae in the Magellanic Clouds have been ob-
served for many decades, but it is only with the use of HST
that we began to resolve them spatially, since they are about
half an arc second in diameter. Once observed with the HST,
compact HII regions at this distance are spatially resolved,
and multiple stars that ionize the nebula are evident. We se-
lected these compact HII regions out of our PN sample, since
contamination of the PN sample with HII regions would be
misleading for the comparison with AGB stellar evolution
models that we are endeavoring. It turns out that it is even
more likely to misclassify PNe in a low metallicity ambient
such as the SMC than in other environments (Stanghellini
et al. 2003a).
The observational sample analyzed in this paper and
presented in Table 1 includes all and only the HST observed
and spectroscopically-confirmed SMC PNe whose at least
one abundances among those of He, C, N, O, Ne is known.
In column (1) of Table 1 we list the usual name of the PN,
where J, MA, MG, SMP, and SP indicate the original dis-
covery or listing catalogs, with J referring to Jacoby (1980),
MA to Meyssonnier & Azzopardi (1993), MG to Morgan &
Good (1985), SMP to Sanduleak et al. (1978), and SP to
Sanduleak & Pesch (1981). Note that in some cases they
may be listed in two or more catalogs, and we use the most
commonly used names.
Column (2) lists the PN morphological class. All mor-
phological types are based on HST observations, either us-
ing FOC or PC1 (SMP03, SMP05, SMP10, SMP15, SMP16,
SMP21, Stanghellini et al. 1999) or STIS (Stanghellini et al.
2003) images. Morphologies derived from STIS images were
preferred when both STIS and one of the pre-refurbishment
images were available. The morphological codes used in Ta-
ble 1 have the following meanings: R is for Round, E for
elliptical, EBC or RBC for round or elliptical with a bipolar
core, and B for bipolar PNe. In some cases, round or el-
liptical PNe have some inner structure (Es) or an attached
outer halo (ah), as indicated in the Table. Unresolved PNe
are indicated with U.
Columns (3) through (7) of Table 1 give the nebular
abundances, in the usual terms of (X/H)=log(X/H)+12.
Column (8) gives the references to the abundances, the first
(or only) entry refers to ground-based abundances (He, N,
O, Ne) while the second entry, if present, refers to carbon
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abundances, which is observed from space-based telescopes.
All major recombination lines of carbon that are typically
observed in PNe fall into the UV regime, thus its total abun-
dance is only quantifiable via space observations, and thus
harder to come by. It is worth noting that Shaw et al. (2010)
calculated helium abundances with a method by Porter et
al. (2005), but soon after the publication of the Shaw et
al (2010) paper, another prescriptions by Porter et al. had
become available, and an erratum was published. To be on
the safe side, where the helium emission lines were available
from Shaw et al. (2010) we preferred to recalculate them
with the prescription by Benjamin et al. (1999) to make the
data set homogeneous.
The last two columns of Table 1 give the dust type
of the PNe, and the relative reference. These types have
been derived from Spitzer IRS spectra in the 4-38 µm range
(Stanghellini et al. 2007, and Bernard-Salas et al. 2008). For
the scope of this paper it is sufficient to know whether the
dust present in the PN has C-rich features, O-rich features,
or it is featureless (F), as noted in the table.
Unless otherwise stated, we use the data of Table 1 for
all the models-data comparison discussion and plots in the
present paper.
3 MODELLING AGB EVOLUTION AND DUST
FORMATION
3.1 Stellar evolution models
The evolutionary sequences used in this work were calcu-
lated with the ATON code; an interested reader can find
the details of the numerical and physical structure of the
code in Ventura et al. (1998), whereas the most recent up-
dates are presented in Ventura & D’Antona (2009).
The ingredients used most relevant for the present in-
vestigation are the following:
• Chemical composition. The AGB models are calculated
in the mass range 0.8 M ≤M ≤ 8 M1 and for the metal-
licities Z = 1, 2, 4, 8 × 10−3. The mixture adopted is taken
from Grevesse & Sauval (1998). In agreement with our pre-
vious investigations, for the Z = 1, 2× 10−3 models we used
an α-enhancement [α/Fe] = +0.4, whereas for the higher Z
models we used [α/Fe] = +0.2; in the interpretation of the
results, we will take into account that the best choice for the
SMC stars would be a solar-scaled or even sub-solar distri-
bution of α elements. A few test models with [α/Fe] = −0.2
for the Z = 2× 10−3 metallicity were calculated. The initial
chemical composition for the four sets of models used here
is reported in Table 2, in terms of the CNO elements and of
helium.
• Convection. The temperature gradient within regions
unstable to convective motions is found by means of the full
spectrum of turbulence (FST) model (Canuto & Mazzitelli
1991). Nuclear burning and mixing of chemicals are coupled
in a diffusive-like scheme (Cloutmann & Eoll 1976). Dur-
ing the AGB phase, overshoot of convective eddies from the
1 The upper limit to the AGB evolution is indeed slightly de-
pendent on the metallicity. For low metallicity models, i.e. Z =
1, 2× 10−3, the highest mass considered is 7.5 M. Models with
mass M ≥ 7 M develop a core composed of oxygen and neon.
Table 2. Initial chemical composition of the AGB models
Z (He/H) (C/H) (N/H) (O/H) (Ne/H)
10−3 11.52 8.05 7.52 8.89 8.23
2× 10−3 11.52 8.35 7.82 9.19 8.53
4× 10−3 11.55 8.82 8.29 9.46 8.80
8× 10−3 11.55 9.13 8.60 9.76 9.11
bottom of the envelope and from the top and bottom bor-
ders of the shell which forms at the ignition of each thermal
pulse, is described by means of an exponential decay of ve-
locities from the convective/radiative interface, fixed by the
Schwarzschild criterion. The e-folding distance is assumed
to be 0.002Hp (where Hp is the pressure scale height calcu-
lated at the formal boundary of convection), in agreement
with the calibration based on the observed luminosity func-
tion of carbon stars in the LMC, given by Ventura et al.
(2014a).
• Mass loss. The mass loss rate for oxygen-rich models
is determined via the Blo¨cker (1995) treatment; following
the calibration based on the luminosity function of carbon
stars in the LMC by Ventura et al. (2000), we set the free
parameter entering the Blo¨cker (1995)’s recipe to ηR = 0.02.
For C/O > 1 environments we used the results from the
Berlin group (Wachter et al. 2002, 2008).
• Molecular opacities. The molecular opacities in the low-
temperature regime (below 104 K) are calculated by means
of the AESOPUS tool (Marigo & Aringer 2009). The opac-
ities are suitably constructed to follow the changes in the
chemical composition of the envelope, particularly of the in-
dividual abundances of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
3.2 Dust formation in the winds of AGB stars
The formation and growth of dust particles in the wind of
AGB stars is described by means of the pioneering scheme
described by the Heidelberg group (Ferrarotti & Gail 2006).
All the relevant equations, with a detailed explanation of the
physical assumptions adopted, can be found in Ferrarotti &
Gail (2006) and in the series of papers on this argument pub-
lished by our group (Ventura et al. 2012a,b; Di Criscienzo
et al. 2013; Ventura et al. 2014a).
The wind is assumed to expand isotropically from the
surface of the star. Mass and momentum conservation al-
lows the determination of the radial profiles of density and
velocity. The effects of dust on the dynamics of the wind is
described by the extinction coefficient, k, which is used to
calculate the radiation pressure and the consequent accel-
eration of the wind; this quantity depends on the number
density and size of dust grains formed (eqs. 2 and 9 in Fer-
rarotti & Gail 2006).
The dust species formed depend on the chemical compo-
sition of the surface layers of the stars, primarily on the C/O
ratio. For oxygen-rich environments we consider the forma-
tion of silicates and alumina dust, whereas in the wind of
carbon stars we account for the formation of solid carbon
and silicon carbide. The rate of the grain growth is found
on the basis of the values of density and of the mass frac-
tion of the chemical elements relevant for the formation of
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Table 1. SMC PN data
Name morph. (He/H) (C/H) (N/H) (O/H) (Ne/H) Ab. ref.a Dust type dust ref.b
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
J 04 E 11.02 . . . 8.04 7.30 6.76 SRM . . . . . .
J 18 Rd 10.30 . . . 8.04 7.17 6.67 SRM . . . . . .
J 23 U 11.03 . . . . . . 6.33 6.96 SRM . . . . . .
J 27 Bd . . . . . . 7.97 7.86 . . . KJ . . . . . .
MA 1682 B 11.19 . . . . . . 7.40 7.34 SRM . . . . . .
MA 1762 EBC 10.93 . . . . . . 7.29 6.39 SRM . . . . . .
MG 08 Es 11.08 . . . 7.15 8.15 6.39 S10c . . . . . .
MG 13 Es 10.94 . . . 5.12 8.00 7.12 S10c . . . . . .
SMP 1 U 10.83 . . . 7.16 7.86 6.42 LD C-rich BS09
SMP 2 R 11.11 8.74 7.47 8.01 7.21 LD, LDL C-rich S07
SMP 3 B 10.94 8.77 7.00 7.98 7.00 LD, LD C-rich BS09
SMP 5 R 11.11 8.90 . . . 8.24 . . . LD, LDL C-rich S07
SMP 6 E 10.95 8.35 7.71 8.24 7.38 LD96, S09 C-rich BS09
SMP 8 R 11.03 8.12 7.05 7.88 7.37 S10c, S09 F S07
SMP 9 Rs 10.85 8.79 7.25 8.32 7.51 S10c, LD F S07
SMP 10 B 10.85 9.82e 7.82 8.58 7.65 LD, LD96 . . . . . .
SMP 11 B 11.16 . . . 6.52 8.02 6.90 S10c C-rich BS09
SMP 12 E 11.01 . . . . . . . . . 6.89 LD . . . . . .
SMP 13 R 11.05 8.73 7.30 8.06 7.35 S10c, S09 C-rich S07
SMP 14 R 10.94 . . . 7.36 8.29 7.65 S10c, LD C-rich S07
SMP 15 R 11.14 8.26 7.38 8.21 7.67 LDL, S09 C-rich S07
SMP 16 E 10.69 8.19 6.55 7.85 6.37 LD, S09 C-rich S07
SMP 17 R(ah) 11.05 8.40 7.50 8.24 7.58 S10c, LDL C-rich S07
SMP 18 U 11.04 8.31 7.11 7.90 7.57 S10c, S09 C-rich S07
SMP 19 R 11.00 8.97 7.28 8.14 7.63 S10c, LD C-rich S07
SMP 20 U 11.07 8.25 6.95 7.74 6.91 S10c, S09 C-rich S07
SMP 21 Es 11.00 7.13 7.92 7.55 6.84 LD, LD96 . . . . . .
SMP 22 Bd 11.07 7.23 8.05 7.59 6.72 LD96, LD F BS09
SMP 23 EBC 11.00 8.39 7.24 7.93 7.37 S10c, LD F S07
SMP 24 E 11.04 8.18 7.17 8.06 7.36 S10c, S09 C-rich BS09
SMP 25 E 11.02 6.64 7.92 7.56 6.96 LD, S09 O-rich S07
SMP 26 P 10.96 8.46 8.10 8.14 7.43 LD, S09 F S07
SMP 27 R(ah) 11.04 . . . 7.17 8.00 7.20 S10c C-rich S07
SMP 28 E 11.11 6.96 8.04 7.46 6.85 LD96, S09 F BS09
SP 34 R(ah) 10.86 . . . 7.30 7.82 7.05 SRM . . . . . .
Table reference notes. a Abundance reference keys: KJ (Kaler & Jacoby 1980); LD (Leisy & Dennefeld 2006); LD96 (Leisy & Dennefeld
1996); LDL are from LD96 with lines from the literature cited therein; S10 (Shaw et al. 2010); SRM (Stasinska et al. 1988); S09
(Stanghellini et al. 2009). b Dust references keys: BS09 (Bernard-Salas et al. 2009); S07 (Stanghellini et al. 2007). c(He/H) recalculated
from S10 emission lines and Benjamin et al. (1999) prescription (see text). d Uncertain morphology. e Uncertain abundance.
the various dust species, namely silicon (silicates and sili-
con carbide), aluminium (alumina dust) and carbon (solid
carbon).
The formation of dust has a direct influence on the AGB
evolution, because it favours the acceleration of the wind,
thus an increase of the rate with which mass is lost from the
envelope.
4 THE AGB EVOLUTION
The models presented here are extensively illustrated and
discussed in Ventura et al. (2014b) (Z = 4× 10−3), Ventura
et al. (2013) (Z = 1, 8 × 10−3, initial mass above 3 M)
and Ventura et al. (2014a) (low–mass models of metallicity
Z = 1, 8× 10−3 and initial mass below 3 M). The models
are the same used in paper I, with the only exception of the
Z = 2×10−3 evolutionary sequences, which were calculated
specifically for the present investigation.
The evolution of the surface chemical composition of
AGB stars is known to be driven by the combined effects
of TDU and HBB (Karakas & Lattanzio 2014). The former
favours an increase in the surface carbon and, in smaller
quantities, of the oxygen content. HBB provokes the change
in the relative fractions of the CNO elements, according to
the equilibrium determined by the temperature at the base
of the convective envelope. The surface carbon is destroyed
in favour of nitrogen; for temperatures above ∼ 80MK oxy-
gen depletion occurs. TDU is the dominant mechanism for
stars of initial mass below ∼ 3 M, whereas the effects of
HBB prevail in the high-mass regime (see, e.g. Ventura et
al. 2013).
Fig. 1 shows the evolution of Z = 2 × 10−3 models
of different mass in terms of the individual mass fractions
of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Similar plots for the other
metallicities were shown in paper I. To allow the simultane-
ous plot of all the evolutionary sequences, we use the stellar
mass as abscissa instead of the AGB time; the individual
sequences must be read rightwards, as mass diminishes dur-
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 1. The evolution of the surface mass fraction of carbon (left), nitrogen (middle) and oxygen (right) during the AGB phase of
models of metallicity Z = 2× 10−3 and of initial masses 2, 3, 4.5 and 6 M.
ing the evolution. The models shown in the figure can be
considered as representative of the different behaviours.
(i) Stars of mass below ∼ 3 M (represented by the 2 M
model in Fig. 1) do not experience any HBB; consequently,
the variation of the chemical composition is entirely deter-
mined by TDU. For stars of initial mass above ∼ 0.9 M
the final chemistry is enhanced in carbon and, in more mod-
est quantities, in oxygen: these stars reach the carbon star
stage during the AGB evolution and end up their life with
a surface C/O above unity. The nitrogen content is changed
after the first dredge-up episode during the red giant branch
phase and remains practically unchanged for the whole AGB
phase. Among the stars belonging to this group, the model
shown in Fig. 1 is one of those undergoing the greatest vari-
ation of the surface chemical composition, as result of the
effect of several TDU events; in models of smaller mass, the
increase in the carbon and oxygen content is smaller.
(ii) The chemical composition of stars of mass 3 M <
M < 4 M is affected by both TDU and HBB. These objects
are the most efficient manufactures of nitrogen, because the
latter species is produced not only by the carbon initially
present in the envelope, but also by the additional carbon
dredge-up after each thermal pulse. In Fig. 1 this class of
objects is represented by the 3 M model. The variation
of the surface carbon is the most indicative of the balance
between TDU and HBB: the increase of C in the initial
phases are a consequence of TDU, whereas the following
depletion of carbon is due to the HBB activity. In the very
final AGB phases, when HBB is extinguished, the C-star
stage can be achieved.
(iii) HBB is the dominant mechanism in changing the sur-
face chemistry of stars with mass in the range 4 M < M <
6 M. However, these objects are also expected to experi-
ence a few TDU episodes towards the end of the AGB evo-
lution, when HBB is extinguished. These stars are efficient
nitrogen producers, whereas their carbon and oxygen con-
tent is smaller compared to the initial abundance. The final
carbon content depends on the number of TDU episodes
experienced during the latest thermal pulses. In Fig. 1 we
represent this group of stars by showing the evolution of a
4.5 M model. The effects of HBB can be seen in the ini-
tial decrease in the surface carbon and in the drop in the
carbon mass fraction which follow each thermal pulse, after
the increase due to TDU.
(iv) The chemical composition of massive AGB stars,
with mass M > 6 M, reflects the pure effect of HBB. The
overall effect of the nuclear activity at the bottom of the con-
vective envelope is the reduction of the surface carbon and
oxygen, and the increase in the nitrogen mass fraction; the
overall C+N+O content is unchanged. The 6 M model in
Fig. 1 was chosen as a representative of this class of objects.
The effects of HBB can be seen in the initial drop in the sur-
face carbon and in the decrease in the surface oxygen, which
occurs in the following evolutionary phases. Note that the
surface oxygen is much more sensitive than carbon to the
temperature at which HBB occurs: looking at the 6 M
tracks in Fig. 1, we see that while the oxygen decrease con-
tinues during the whole AGB phase, as a consequence of
the higher HBB temperatures, the surface carbon, after the
initial decrease, keeps approximately constant.
The range of masses of the four groups given above
are slightly dependent on the metallicity of the models.
This holds in particular for the first and the second group,
because HBB is activated more easily in stars of lower
metallicity: therefore, the upper limit of the mass of the
stars experiencing solely TDU changes from ∼ 3 M for
Z = 4, 8×10−3, down to ∼ 2.5 M for Z = 1, 2×10−3. Con-
cerning group (iv), the highest mass not undergoing core col-
lapse is ∼ 8 M for Z = 4, 8×10−3, whereas it is ∼ 7.5 M
for Z = 1, 2× 10−3.
The final chemical composition of the various models
used in the present work are shown in Fig. 2, in the C vs N
and O vs N planes. Tracks of different colors connect mod-
els of different metallicity and different masses in the range
0.9 M < M < 8 M, where masses increase counter-clock
wise for each metallicity track. In the low-mass regime, cor-
responding to the stars discussed in point (i) above, the
final carbon and oxygen increase with the initial mass of the
star, because more massive objects undergo a higher num-
ber of TDU events. The trend in both planes is reversed for
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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SMP1
SMP2
SMP6
SMP10
SMP26
SP34
SMP11
MG08
SMP21
SMP22
SMP25
SMP28
J04
J18
SMP21
SMP22
SMP25
SMP28
SMP6 SMP10
SMP26
SMP2
Figure 2. The observed chemical composition of the SMC PNe sample in the O-N (left panel) and C-N (right) planes. Squares, hexagons,
and diamonds indicate the loci of PNe respectively of groups (a), (b) and (c) (see §5). Filled symbols mark PNe with traces of carbon
dust, open-dotted symbols indicate evidence of silicates, open symbols indicate PNe with no indication of dust in the literature, and
crossed symbols indicate featureless IRS spectra. We indicate the PN names for groups (b) and (c) PNe. Typical errors associated to the
determination of the abundances of the individual species are indicated with crosses in the right, bottom side of the left panel and in the
right, top region of the right panel. The final abundances of the AGB models of metallicity Z = 10−3 (green pentagons), Z = 2× 10−3
(magenta circles), Z = 4×10−3 (red triangles), Z = 8×10−3 (blue squares) are also shown (see legend in the O-N plot). Open, magenta
circles in the left panel refer to Z = 2× 10−3 models calculated with a lower initial oxygen ([O/Fe] = −0.2).
masses around 3 M (point ii above), because HBB sets in,
determining the increase in the surface nitrogen and a par-
tial destruction of the carbon accumulated by TDU. In the
higher mass domain (points iii and iv above) the theoretical
sequences gradually move to the left-upper regions of the
diagrams, those corresponding to a chemical composition
entirely determined by the equilibria of HBB.
The metallicity of the star affects the final chemical
composition owing to the difference in the initial mass frac-
tions of the relevant dust species, and to the sensitivity of
some of the mechanisms able to alter the surface chemical
composition to the metal content of the star. We stress here
two main effects of metallicity:
• In the low-mass domain, the chemical species mostly
affected by changes in the metallicity is nitrogen. The final
N of these objects is solely determined by the first dredge-up
event, taking place during the red giant branch evolution.
Therefore, a spread in the metallicity of the stars will reflect
into a spread in the surface N.
• Concerning massive AGBs, the stars of smaller metal-
licity undergo stronger HBB, with higher temperatures at
the base of the convective envelope (Ventura et al. 2013);
therefore, low-Z models experience a more advanced nucle-
osynthesis. This will reflect essentially in a smaller oxygen,
because the higher temperatures lead to a more efficient acti-
vation of the full CNO cycling; conversely, in higher-Z model
little depletion of oxygen occurs. In agreement with the ar-
guments of point (iv) before, we find that the final oxygen is
the best metallicity indicator in these stars. This is because
carbon burning requires smaller temperatures, thus it is acti-
vated in models of all metallicities; furthermore, the carbon
equilibrium abundance is not very sensitive to the temper-
atures at which HBB occurs, once the minimum threshold
required to ignite HBB, i.e. T ∼ 40MK, is reached.
5 PLANETARY NEBULAE IN THE SMC
In order to interpret each PN in our sample to the evo-
lutionary path that lead to the observed configuration we
use the comparison between the nebular abundances and
the AGB yields of the final ejected envelopes. In the panels
of Fig. 2 we show the data points in black, and the model
points in colors. The final abundances of the AGB models
of different initial metallicity, given in Table 2, are given by
different symbols and color (see the legend on the left panel).
The left panel, showing N vs. O abundances, and the right
panel, showing N vs. C abundances, show that models en-
compass well the observed PNe. Before we describe in detail
the different PN groups of Fig. 2 let us examine closely the
metallicity dependence of the various populations.
In Fig. 2, left panel, there is a notable sequence of PNe
where N and O are almost correlated. To further investi-
gate the relationship between nitrogen and the metallicity,
we show the N against Ne trend in Fig. 3. We prefer neon to
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SMP11
SP34
SMP2
SMP6
SMP26
SMP10
SMP1
MG08
SMP21
SMP22 SMP25
SMP28
J04J18
Figure 3. The nitrogen abundances of the PNe sample intro-
duced in section 2 as a function of their neon content. The sym-
bols are the same as in Fig. 2. The cross in the right, lower part
of the plane gives the typical errors in the neon and nitrogen
abundances.
argon and sulphur as metallicity indicator of the PNe pro-
genitors, because the neon abundance is available for all but
two of the PNe considered here and, more important, the
errors associated to the measurements of neon are signifi-
cantly smaller in comparison to argon and sulphur (Leisy
& Dennefeld 2006). An additional reason to disregard sul-
phur is the well known ”sulphur anomaly” (Henry et al.
2012); e.g., it may even be depleted into dust (Pottasch &
Bernard-Salas 2006). The only problem with using neon as
metallicity indicator is that the surface abundance of this
chemical species can be changed during the AGB phase:
however, as shown in Fig. 4, the only significant changes, at
most by a factor ∼ 3, are obtained in stars in a narrow range
of mass around ∼ 2M (i.e. those undergoing the most rele-
vant modification via TDU). To further test the relationship
between nitrogen and metallicity, we checked the argon - ni-
trogen trend and verified that it follows the same behaviour,
though with a higher dispersion, as the Ne-N relationship.
The majority of PNe in Fig. 3 follow an approximately
linear Ne-N trend, indicating that N increases with metal-
licity; we will refer to this PN sequence as group (a) in the
following, and plot them with square symbols in the figures.
Notably displaced from the sequence, with large enhanced
nitrogen, there is a smaller group of PNe which we plot with
hexagons in the figures and refer as group (b). Finally, we
can identify another minor group of PNe, indicated with
diamonds in the figures, whose position in the plane devi-
ates slightly (more than 0.3 dex) from the main N-Ne trend
traced by group (a) PNe. We will refer to this subsample
as group (c). All the PNe in group (a) and (c) exhibit C/O
ratios above unity.
Figure 4. The final neon abundance of the models used in the
present analysis as a function of the initial mass. The metallici-
ties Z = 10−3, Z = 2 × 10−3 and Z = 4 × 10−3 are indicated,
respectively, with green pentagons, magenta circles and red tri-
angles. The initial abundances of neon for the three cases are
log(Ne/H) + 12 = 6.93 (Z = 10−3), log(Ne/H) + 12 = 7.24
(Z = 2× 10−3), log(Ne/H) + 12 = 7.51 (Z = 4× 10−3)
5.1 Carbon-rich PNe
In the right panel of Fig. 2 we see that all group (a) PNe,
indicated with squares, have enhanced carbon. We interpret
these PNe as the progeny of stars of mass M < 2 M. The
observed spread in N of group (a) PNe is due to differences in
the progenitor’s metallicity of these objects, as clearly shown
in Fig. 3. Most of these PNe descend from ∼ 1−1.5 M stars
of metallicity in the range 2× 10−3 < Z < 4× 10−3, formed
between 1.5 Gyr and 7 Gyr ago. PNe with log(C/H) + 12 >
8.5 can be interpreted as the final phases of stars of higher
mass (∼ 2−2.5 M), formed in more recent epochs, 0.5−1
Gyr ago. The models nicely reproduce the observed spread in
carbon; the only exception is PN SMP10, where only upper
limit carbon abundance is available in the literature (Leisy
& Dennefeld 2006). The Spitzer IR spectra of most group (a)
SMC PNe exhibit C-rich dust features, indicated with filled
symbols in the plots. This is consistent with the evolution
through the C-rich phase, already noted by Stanghellini et
al. (2007). Conversely, no PN with traces of O-rich dust in
their Spitzer spectra is found in group (a).
Oxygen abundances of group (a) PNe show a con-
siderable offset to lower abundances with respect to the
Z=2 − 4×10−3 models (left panel of Fig. 2), indicating
that the original composition of SMC interstellar material
is oxygen-poor with respect to what has been assumed for
the models (see Table 2). This is confirmed by a few test
Z = 2 × 10−3 models, calculated with a lower-O mixture,
that nicely reproduce several of the observed points of group
(a). This result is not surprising, given the low oxygen abun-
dances detected in F supergiant stars in the SMC (Spite et
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al. 1989) and the chemical and structural evolutionary mod-
els for the SMC, which predict lower oxygen for stars in the
SMC, compared to objects of the same metallicity in the
LMC and in the Milky Way (Russell & Dopita 1992).
5.2 PNe enriched in nitrogen: the signature of
HBB
PNe in group (b) are indicated with Hexagons in Figs. 2 and
3. Their surface chemical composition shows the signature of
HBB: this is clearly visible in the enhancement of nitrogen
and in the low abundances of carbon and oxygen. The analy-
sis of their loci on the CN plane (Fig. 2, right panel) supports
the idea that these PNe descend from massive AGB stars,
whose metallicity is in the range 10−3 < Z < 4× 10−3. The
ON plane, for the reasons given at the end of the previous
section, allows a better discrimination among the various
metallicities, suggesting that only low-Z models are com-
patible with the observed abundances of oxygen. We con-
clude that PNe in group (b) are the progeny of low metal-
licity stars of mass 6 M < M < 7.5 M, formed 40 − 70
Myr ago. The chemical composition of these stars is not
affected by TDU; this confirms the possibility, outlined in
paper I, that the chemistry of massive AGB stars shows
the sole chemical imprinting of HBB, with no contamina-
tion from TDU. Note that this conclusions still holds if we
consider models with lower initial oxygen abundance. This
is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, where we compare the
PNe with a 6 M model of metallicity Z = 2 × 10−3, cal-
culated with an [O/Fe] = −0.2 mixture. Compared to the
6 M, [O/Fe] = +0.2 model, the main difference is that
the final N is a factor of ∼ 2 lower (note that this is in
better agreement with the data of group (b) PNe), whereas
the final O is only slightly (∼ 0.1 dex) less abundant. This
is because the [O/Fe] = −0.2 model has a smaller, initial
C+N+O and, under HBB conditions, N is the main product
of the nucleosynthesis activated.
Apart from SMP 21, whose carbon abundance is an
upper limit and very unreliable, there are three clear mem-
bers of group (b): SMP 22, SMP 25, and SMP 28. Inter-
estingly, SMP 25 is the only PN in the SMC that has been
detected to have O-rich dust, and this is perfectly compat-
ible with having a higher-mass progenitor, as derived from
the comparison with the tracks. The other two PNe have
also Spitzer spectra available, with F dust spectra, which
typically means that their dust has sputtered by the time
of observations (Stanghellini et al. 2007). This is also con-
sistent with a higher mass progenitor and a generally rapid
shell evolution.
While on a pure chemical point of view the possibility
that PNe in group (b) descend from massive AGB progen-
itors is in nice agreement with the observations, statistical
arguments are at odds with the hypothesis that such a large
(∼ 18%) fraction of the PNe in the sample are the progeny
of high mass AGB stars. The short post-AGB lifetimes of
stars with core mass above 0.9M (∼ 60 yr, Bloecker 1995)
and the relatively small percentage of stars with mass in the
range 6 − 8M expected on the basis of any realistic mass
function are marginally compatible with the possibility that
6 out of 35 PNe descend from massive AGB progenitors.
Part of group (b) PNe might descend from low-mass
stars of initial mass below ∼ 1.25M (thus not becoming C-
stars), which experienced some non-standard mixing during
the previous giant branch phases, thus enriching the surface
layers in N-rich and C-poor material. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by results showing that stars of mass below ∼ 2 M
experience deep mixing during the ascent of the first giant
branch (Gilroy 1989, 1991; Angelou et al. 2012). For half of
the stars in this group the low oxygen abundances measured
are compatible with low metallicity progenitors, if a 0.2 dex
error bar is assumed.
A further possibility is that some PNe in group (b) be-
long to binary systems composed of low-mass stars, which
evolved through a common envelope phase at the tip of the
RGB or during the early AGB phase; these systems would
show the imprinting of CN cycling, avoiding the achievement
of the C-star phase. On the statistical side, this evolutionary
scenario is plausible, given that ∼ 50% of stars with mass
above 1M are part of binary systems.
5.3 A few outliers
Group (c) PNe, plotted with diamonds in the Figures, ex-
hibit anomalous nitrogen abundances, falling off the main
N-Ne locus in Fig. 3. Planetary nebulae SMP 1, SMP 2,
SMP 11, SP 34, and MG 8 populate the region in the ON
plane reproduced by low-mass stars models (see left panel of
Fig. 2), which became carbon stars after experiencing a few
thermal pulses. We are forced to base our analysis on this
plane only, because the carbon abundance is available only
for the source SMP 2. The N abundance is so small that
any HBB effect can be disregarded. We conclude that their
anomalous nitrogen is likely due to intrinsic fluctuations,
probably originating by the poor precision of the nitrogen
determinations compared to other elements (Leisy & Den-
nefeld 2006).
The position of SMP 6 in the ON and CN planes can
be interpreted either as a high metallicity PN with low mass
progenitor, which eventually became carbon star under the
effects of TDU, or as the progeny of a low metallicity star
of mass ∼ 3 M, whose final surface chemistry reflects the
effects of both TDU and HBB; the latter mechanism would
be responsible for the unusually large nitrogen observed. The
large abundance of neon (see Fig. 3) would suggest the first
hypothesis.
The nitrogen observed in SMP 26 is by far incompatible
with low-mass stellar evolution, rather pointing towards a
higher mass progenitor. The overall CNO abundances sug-
gest that this object descends from a low metallicity star
with mass at the edge of HBB ignition: the carbon star
stage was reached as a consequence of several TDU episodes,
whereas the high N was due to proton capture by some of
the carbon nuclei transported to the surface.
6 PNE IN THE SMC: A FURTHER TEST FOR
AGB MODELLING
The results presented here show that the majority of PNe in
the SMC descend from low mass progenitors, of initial mass
below 2M. This conclusion holds for all PNe in group (a)
and for a large fraction of the outliers, those in group (c).
On this aspect the SMC is significantly different from the
LMC. In fact, as shown in paper I, the fraction of LMC PNe
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descending from stars of mass above ∼ 3 M is significantly
larger than that of SMC PNe. This result is however not sur-
prising, if we consider the different star formation histories
(SFH) experienced by the two galaxies. The LMC SFH has
two prominent peaks at ∼ 100 Myr and ∼ 500 Myr (Har-
ris & Zaritsky 2009), which favoured the formation of stars
of mass in the range 3 − 7 M; conversely, the SMC SFH
presents a single, extremely narrow peak at ∼ 500 Myr (Har-
ris & Zaritsky 2004), which is consistent with the progeny
of the low-mass AGB stars observed.
The large majority of SMC PNe are carbon rich, with a
C/O ratio above unity; this indicates that all these objects
descend from stars that reached the C-star stage during the
AGB evolution. Only a small minority of SMC PNe are C-
poor (and N-enhanced). This further difference between the
SMC and LMC PNe is explained by the average lower metal-
licity of SMC stars compared to those in the LMC. Nat-
urally, carbon stars(C/O>1) at low metallicity (and lower
oxygen) are favoured since a smaller amount of carbon needs
to be dredged up to reach the critical condition that define
them. Furthermore, the depth of TDU increases with de-
creasing metallicity (Boothroyd & Sachmann 1988), which
enhances the surface carbon enrichment, thus the process
goes in the same direction of favouring C-stars in the SMC
with respect to the LMC. The fact that the spectra of most
of the SMC PNe observed presents the signature of carbon-
rich dust adds more robustness to this interpretation.
The most significant source of uncertainty in the mod-
elling of low-mass AGB stars is the extension of TDU, which
drives the increase in the surface carbon. The efficiency of
TDU depends on physical parameters, primarily the core
mass and the metallicity. These dependences are still highly
uncertain, which reflects our poor knowledge of how convec-
tion works in stars. Based on the comparison with the lumi-
nosity function of carbon stars in the MC, synthetic AGB
models have been extensively used to calculate the core mass
at which TDU begins and the extension of the mixed region
(Groenewegen & de Jong 1993; Marigo et al. 1999; Izzard
et al. 2004). Detailed, standard models, where the convec-
tion/radiation interface is fixed via the Schwartzschild cri-
terion, could not reproduce the observations (Karakas et al.
2002), thus suggesting that some overshoot from the base
of the convective envelope is required. The need for some
extra-mixing was invoked by Herwig et al. (2007), based
on numerical simulations and, more recently, by Kamath et
al. (2012), on the basis of the comparison between the ob-
served and expected transition luminosity from O-rich to
C-rich stars in clusters in the MC. Extra-mixing from the
bottom of the envelope has been used in almost the total-
ity of the most recent works on AGB modelling (Cristallo
et al. 2009; Weiss & Ferguson 2009; Ventura et al. 2014a;
Garc´ıa-Herna´ndez et al. 2016).
The carbon abundance of the PNe discussed here is
log(C/H) + 12 < 9 (see right panel of Fig. 2), which falls
within the range of the evolutionary models; the C/O ratios
never exceed ∼ 7.
The PNe belonging to group (b) exhibit a chemical com-
position with the clear imprinting of CNO nucleosynthesis.
While common envelope evolution in binary systems or non
standard mixing of low-mass stars could partly explain this
group of stars (see discussion at the end of the previous sec-
tion), it is likely that a few of these PNe have experienced
HBB during the AGB evolution, which would explain the
significant nitrogen enhancement and the low carbon and
oxygen abundances measured. This would suggest massive
progenitors, evolving on core masses above ∼ 0.9 M (Ven-
tura et al. 2013). For stars in this mass domain, convection
is once more the major uncertainty, for two reasons: a) the
efficiency of convection determines the temperature at the
base of the envelope (Ventura & D’Antona 2005), which is
particularly relevant for the evolution of the surface oxy-
gen; b) the possible occurrence of TDU, still debated, would
eventually increase the surface carbon, and, in some cases,
produce high luminosity carbon stars (Frost et al. 1998).
The surface chemical composition of group (b) PNe is
nicely reproduced by our massive AGB models of metal-
licity Z = 2× 10−3. This result, if confirmed, would be the
most reliable confirmation obtained so far that low metallic-
ity AGB stars of mass M > 6 M undergo a very advanced
nucleosynthesis at the base of their envelope, as a results of
HBB temperatures above ∼ 80 MK. This finding indicates
that envelope convection is highly efficient in low-metallicity,
massive AGB stars, as predicted by the FST schematisation
adopted here. Note that a similar result can be obtained
within the traditional Mixing Length Theory description,
provided that a mixing length significantly higher than the
standard vale used to reproduce the evolution of the Sun is
adopted (Doherty et al. 2014). Furthermore, the extremely
low carbon abundances measured in these stars indicates
that TDU has negligible (if any) effects on the evolution of
the surface chemistry of these objects, at odds with other
models for stars of similar mass and metallicity, which pre-
dict much higher quantities of carbon (see Fishlock et al.
2014 and references therein).
7 CONCLUSIONS
We characterise the PNe population of the SMC based on
AGB models of various mass and metallicity, which account
for dust production in the circumstellar envelope.
We found that most of the PNe in the observed sample
descend from stars with mass in the range 1 M < M <
2 M and metallicity Z ∼ 2 − 4 × 10−3, formed between
1 Gyr and 7 Gyr ago. Unlike their counterparts in the LMC,
all SMC PNe have measured C/O ratio above unity; this is
consistent with the evolutionary models, according to which
the achievement of the C-star stage is easier in stars of lower
metallicity, as those currently evolving to PNe in the SMC.
The analysis of the observed oxygen abundances, compared
to the models, outlines that SMC PN progenitors formed out
of a medium that was poorer in oxygen than the medium at
the time of LMC PN progenitor formation, and that of the
Milky Way. This is in agreement with the studies focused
on the chemical evolution of the SMC.
The spread in carbon abundances observed in SMC PNe
is nicely reproduced by the AGB models; this adds more ro-
bustness to the models used in the present investigation,
particularly for what concerns the depth of the TDU expe-
rienced.
Six PNe in the SMC sample are greatly enhanced in
nitrogen, thus indicating some CN (or CNO) activity. The
chemical composition of these objects is reproduced by low
metallicity stars of initial mass close to the threshold limit
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to undergo core collapse. Deep mixing during the red gi-
ant branch, common envelope evolution and binarity are
additional possibilities for this chemistry. While for reasons
related to the mass function and to the relatively short dura-
tion of the post-AGB phase of these objects it seems unlikely
that all these stars descend from massive AGB progenitors,
it is reasonable to believe that part of these systems are the
progeny of stars of mass in the range 6 M < M < 8 M
and metallicity Z ∼ 4 − 8 × 10−3. The overall CNO chem-
istry of these PNe traces the equilibria of advanced HBB
nucleosynthesis, corresponding to temperatures at the base
of the convective envelope of the order of ∼ 100MK. If this
hypothesis is confirmed, it would provide a strong indica-
tion that in low-metallicity, massive AGB stars, convection
is highly efficient. In 4 out of the 6 sources the carbon abun-
dance is extremely small, thus indicating negligible effects
of TDU.
We have now compared the best observed PN sample of
the MCs to the AGB stellar evolutionary models of adequate
metallicity. In the future we plan a similar study extended
to Galactic PNe to increase the metallicity baseline of the
comparison.
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